
Where do the rejected papers go to die? 
 

While the death of theorems, theories and theorists has been discussed many times in the past, both 

in the scientific and non-scientific publications including obituaries and wake transcripts, the question 

of scientific paper death remains a mystery. A paper is a vector for theorems seeking recognition 

within a theory, produced by the theorist (or theorist’s PhD student). As one of my rejected papers 

described it in a metaphorical sense, a paper is a ship; editors are submarines, peer reviewers are 

torpedoes fired from the submarines, and my department colleagues are the sharks waiting to eat the 

surviving authors. The fact that the submarine of the journal I submitted the paper to was a shark as 

well didn’t help. 

Papers are like cats, or like Super Mario: they have more than one life, but every death of theirs hurts 

the same. Editors do seem kind enough when delivering the bad news, but it doesn’t help. If they 

could at least tell me that my colleague’s paper was rejected too, that might help a bit. 

This article is about death by peer review. Other causes of death, such as death by no citations, death 

by an embarrassing typo that went unnoticed by the editor or death by paying for colour figures are 

out of our scope, and we don’t consider them deaths at all, just flesh wounds. 

So, a paper is dead once it has been rejected in several journals. It is hard to quantify how many 

rejections equals ‘several’ in this context since we all have our limits of rejection humiliation we can 

endure. 

 

The undead: zombies, ghosts and vampires 
 

Some dead papers defy biology (not being a part of biology’s scope, this isn’t too surprising) and 

continue their existence after their death by peer review. 

Cardinal Richelieu once said: give me a scholar’s publication list, and I will find a reason not to give 

them a tenure (he didn’t use this exact wording, some of the meaning was lost in translation from 

French). This quote could be considered one of the first mentions of a ghost paper in literature. 

It’s easy to make a ghost: you refuse to accept the awful truth about your paper being dead, turn to 

an alternative publisher who promises to help you save your loved one. They kind of do, your paper 

continues to live, and you stop checking the lists of predatory publishers knowing that you might run 

into the name of your paper’s saviour placed unjustly there. Even though you loved your paper very 

much, you forget it ever existed. So do your co-authors, but not Google. It haunts you when you 

prepare your publication list for a grant proposal, or when you lie in your bed at night, struggling to 

forget all the bad things you’ve done in your life: bad papers, future work promises you never planned 

on fulfilling and that figure you reprinted without asking for permission from the publisher. It is 

interesting to note that this is how Doctor Faustus never got his postdoc. 

Zombies and vampires are two similar types of undead papers. The zombies are papers your co-

authors insist on publishing even after the repeated cases of their death. Vampires are the papers you 

insist on publishing (so yes, one author’s vampire is another author’s zombie). Why the different 

nomenclature? It’s probably because people have a soft spot for vampires: be it because of the capes 

or the sparkling. 



The organ donors 
 

My colleague’s paper on haddock classification using a novel artificial intelligence tool he called 

Hadooq (infringing a copyright and winning the worst pun award in his department) had a really good 

introduction. Even though the paper was rejected by a number of journals and conferences, he did 

find some use for it: the introduction became a part of his book chapter on the classification of tunas. 

That is not a rare case in the world of dead papers, a recent study shows. 

While transplantations of introductions, literature reviews, methodologies and conclusions have been 

the part of the folklore for a while now, the first successful results transplant has opened a great 

discussion: if we transplant results from a dead paper into a new paper, is the new paper now the old 

paper? And after all, aren’t we recycling words all the time? Are we all plagiarising the dictionary, one 

word at a time? 

 

The Grateful Dead 
 

Have you ever given up on a paper? Put it in a paper shredder, said a few last words to it and leave it 

to rest eternally? Accepted it being wrong and terribly written and forgiven yourself for all the time 

you’ve spent writing it, looking for publication venues and re-submitting? Enjoyed the triumph of the 

scientific method, peer review at its best, self-criticism, self-improvement and the beauty of the new, 

clean sheet of paper on your desk? 

Me neither. 


